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Shabbat Shalom Brethren,
Someone wrote me a couple of weeks ago and asked about those things I had said on page
33-34 in The Prophecies of Abraham. I was showing the first three times Famines were
mentioned in the bible and how it related to us in our day. On page 34 I said ‘What this is
showing us is that the famine which is expected in the year 2010 will continue to get worse
each year due to the growing heat until we get to Revelation 6 where a quarter of mankind will
die from the sword and from hunger or famine.’
I stated that based on the life of Abraham and when the famine came in his time and as his life
cycle is a prophecy to us today this was the conclusion I drew.
So the question is where is the famine that was to come in 2010? And this is a valid question.
Let’s not forget this current year does not end until Aviv 2011. We are still in the 11th month
right now.
Each of the curses are to happen during the 7 Year Sabbatical cycle in which they have been
given. We have 6 more years to watch this curse of famine unfold. But in all honesty I truly
expected it to begin in 2010 as this was the exact year when Abraham suffered the famine in
his time. Are my conclusions wrong? I think they may need a little tweaking, but I still hold to
the overall conclusions.
The News this past month has been screaming at us and many of you are asleep and do not
realize what is going on around you. So read the headlines for the past month and then tell me
if those things I have been saying are not still on track. I am not prophesying here but only
showing you what Yehovah has promised to do.
I have shown you and you have seen the many reports from Australia where the bumper crop
they had and were about to harvest has been washed away and flooded and eaten by locusts.
You heard the interview Jono did with a farmer as it hailed on his crops wiping him out and
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then Jono played the interview with me telling them this would happen. It was such an epic
moment.
If you have not heard it let me urge you again to listen to this interview.
http://www.truth2u.org/2010/12/joe-dumond-joe%e2%80%99s-conclusionsfromleviticus-2620-confirmed.html This was done December 5, 2010, and since then the
floods have come and the crops ruined, cities flooded and people evacuated. Keep in mind
Australia supplies a large amount of the world’s food. The grains that have been harvested
have been downgraded to cattle feed which is the lowest grade due to the amount of rain that
has fallen.
Up to 35,000 homes have been flooded in Brisbane and QLD. About 1% of Australia’s
domestic product has been lost or about 13 Billion due to the flood and this does not count the
cost of the clean up. Keep an eye out for disease outbreaks.
As well Severe flooding in Sri Lanka has disrupted the lives of around one million people and
forced hundreds of thousands to seek refuge in relief camps, aid workers say.
The floods – which are affecting five times more people than Australia’s – have been triggered
by continuous rains since Dec. 26, causing streams and dams to overflow mainly in eastern
and central parts of the Indian Ocean island.
You can read the rest of this article at http://ca.news.yahoo.com/one-million-peoplehitsevere-floods-sri-lanka-20110113-231958-274.html
Here in Toronto at this time of year we normally have about 100 flu cases reported. As of this
week we have over 800 hundred flu case. We are in the third curse of Lev 26 which is
Pestilence Famine and Earthquakes and this is on top of the Drought conditions from the
second curse and the terror of the first curse.
You also need to read the article at http://www.zerohedge.com/article/bloombergs-chart-daywarns-coming-surge-wheatcorn-prices
12/12/2010
Now that the Chairman’s (Bernanke) new mandate is not to prevent disinflation but to generate
inflation, he may soon be patting himself on the back… but for all the wrong reasons. As the
Bloomberg chart of the day indicates, the world may very soon see a surge in wheat and corn
prices, pushing such staples as bread and corn flakes through the roof.
Drought in Russia and other parts of Europe, excessive rains in Canada, dry weather in the
U.S. and flooding in Pakistan prompted the UN Food and Agriculture Organization to pare its
harvest estimates. The agency forecast a 37.4 million metric ton shortfall in grains production
for 2010, which would be the first deficit in at least three years. Global production of grains will
be 2.216 billion tons this season, compared with demand of 2.254 billion tons, the FAO said
last month.
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“Our main concern is the low level of stocks,” Abdolreza Abbassian, secretary of the trade
markets division of the agency’s Intergovernmental Group on Grains, said in a phone interview
from Rome. “We don’t have enough buffer in the event of a major shortfall in production next
year.”
Wheat futures surged to the highest in almost two years on Aug. 6 after the worst drought in at
least half a century slashed grain harvests in Russia, prompting livestock feed users to switch
to corn. Demand for that grain rose as a result, while dry weather threatened to curb yields in
the U.S., the world’s largest producer, and hamper planting in South America. Corn prices
have risen about 70 percent since this year’s June 7 low.
“These are symptoms of having tight markets for nearly all the major food crops, the result of
which is that whenever any of them has a problem, you will see spillover with the others,”
Abbassian said. A further boost in demand “could find the stocks at even a tighter situation.
That could really send shock waves throughout the sector, starting with corn.”
Here we have someone who is watching the pulse of grains worldwide telling us that the buffer
zone we used to have is gone. That is the stock piles of grain that we used to have in case of
an emergency are now gone. And because there is no surplus of grains being harvested the
market prices are going up fast due to the short supply or in his words tighter situation.
Here is another article from July 20th 2010 showing how the traders were jacking up the food
prices to make a profit.
The country stands on the brink of famine.
The rains have failed, and – crucially, imported food is too expensive for Chad’s people to buy.
In neighboring Niger, the situation is even worse.
The people of West Africa are starving. Almost 10 million people in the region are facing a food
crisis.
The investment houses’ momentous decision to move into food investments has had tragic
consequences. The strategy has caused world food prices to soar, leading to riots, famine and
many deaths.
At the end of 2006, food prices across the world started to rise sharply.
Within a year, the price of wheat had shot up by 80 per cent, maize by 90 per cent, rice by 320
per cent.
Around the world, 200 million people – mostly children – who relied on cheaply imported
foodstuffs sank into malnutrition or starvation. There were riots in more than 30 countries. The
crisis continues today.
And indirectly, through a pension, shares or other investment, it could be your money which is
being used to make others go hungry.
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Jean Ziegler, former UN chief food expert, says this speculation has led to ‘silent mass
murder’.
For more than a century, prices had steadily declined. Then, in 2005 – as banks became
involved in trading it, the price of wheat began to rise. So did the cost of rice, corn, soy, oats
and cooking oil.
In the case of grain, between 2006 and 2008, the price of Chicago soft red winter wheat shot
up from $3 a bushel to $11 a bushel.
In 2008, U.S. wheat giant Cargill announced an 86 per cent jump in profits, thanks to
commodity trading.
The more prices went up, the more traders wanted to trade.
There were a few voices of sanity.
One old-fashioned grain seller said: ‘This isn’t just any commodity. It is food, and people need
to eat.’
The global speculative frenzy over food prices sparked riots and helped drive the number of
people going hungry in the world to more than a billion.
The price of basic foodstuffs rose by 80 per cent between 2005 and 2008.
Poor countries import large quantities of rice, wheat and maize. Now, they could not afford
them.
The 2008 harvest of grain turned out to be the most bountiful the world had ever seen, so
much so that even as hundreds of millions starved worldwide, huge stocks of grain were sold
for animal feed.
In 2009, commodity prices began to escalate again.
Back in West Africa, the poor reap the fall-out from this crisis. Oxfam warns that the region
stands on the very brink of a devastating famine.
Oxfam’ s food policy adviser, Chris Leather, told the Mail: ‘West Africa is suffering a very real
crisis. This came about because of a lack of rain, but another factor is speculation on
commodities.
‘This has pushed world food prices up, and it is the poorest and most vulnerable in the world
who suffer most. We are very concerned by the situation.’
Jean Ziegler of the UN says: ‘In a world overflowing with riches, it is an outrageous scandal
that more than one billion people suffer from hunger and malnutrition and that every year over
six million children die of starvation and related causes.’
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Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1296068/Trading-deathRapaciousbankers-making-fortunes-forcing-price-food-leavingmillionsstarve.html#ixzz1AOzDbzlC
The story above reminds me of how Egypt stored up all the grains and as the world around
them starved they would sell the grain back to them until finally they people had nothing left to
sell and gave all they had to Pharaoh and Joseph. Today Egypt is represented by the
European Union. Is this bible story being reenacted in our time?
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-01-05/global-food-prices-climb-to-record-oncerealsugar-costs-un-agency-says.html
World Food Prices Jump to Record on Sugar, Oilseeds
By Rudy Ruitenberg – Jan 5, 2011
World food prices rose to a record in December on higher sugar, grain and oilseed costs, the
United Nations said, exceeding levels reached in 2008 that sparked deadly riots from Haiti to
Egypt.
An index of 55 food commodities tracked by the Food and Agriculture Organization gained for
a sixth month to 214.7 points, above the previous all-time high of 213.5 in June 2008, the
Rome-based UN agency said in a monthly report. The gauges for sugar and meat prices
advanced to records.
Sugar climbed for a third year in a row in 2010, and corn jumped the most in four years in
Chicago. Food prices may rise more unless the world grain crop increases “significantly” in
2011, the FAO said Nov. 17. At least 13 people died last year in Mozambique in protests
against plans to lift bread prices.
In response to the 2008 crisis, countries from India and Egypt to Vietnam and Indonesia
banned exports of rice, a staple for half the world. Skyrocketing food prices sparked protests
and riots in almost three dozen poor nations including Haiti, Somalia, Burkina Faso and
Cameroon.
Global grain output will have to rise at least 2 percent this year to meet demand in 2011-2012
and avoid further depletion of stocks, the UN agency has said.
“The real uncertainty and problem is the 2011-2012 market,” Abbassian said. “We are at a
very high level. If it’s further up than this, then you really begin to be concerned.”
Now go to this chart and look and see exactly how much all the grains have risen in just 2010.
http://www.caseyresearch.com/editorial/3791?ppref=ZAC175ED1010A
On average, our basic food costs have increased by an incredible 48% over the last year
(measured by wheat, corn, oats, and canola prices). From the price at the pump to heating
your stove, energy costs are up 23% on average (heating oil, gasoline, natural gas). A little
protein at dinner is now 39% higher (beef and pork), and your morning cup of coffee with a
little sugar has risen by 36% since last October.
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You are being told that inflation is a non-issue. But your food costs have gone up 48%.
Someone is not being told the truth. That increase is OK when you can afford it, but those in
the third world can’t as we have just read.
Oh, oh, no one told you that you can’t afford it either for much longer. With many in North
America on a fixed pension this increase in food cost bites hard on those seniors. Oh oh no
one is telling them that their pensions are about to be taken away which will leave many of
them with no money to buy that food let alone pay the rent or Mortgage.
Did you hear me? Your pensions that you all have worked so feverishly to build up are going to
be taken away. Why? Because there ain’t any more money to send out, that’s why.
PRICHARD, Ala. — This struggling small city on the outskirts of Mobile was warned for years
that if it did nothing, its pension fund would run out of money by 2009. Right on schedule, its
fund ran dry.
Then Prichard did something that pension experts say they have never seen before: it stopped
sending monthly pension checks to its 150 retired workers, breaking a state law requiring it to
pay its promised retirement benefits in full.
“Prichard is the future,” said Michael Aguirre, the former San Diego city attorney, who has
called for San Diego to declare bankruptcy and restructure its own outsize pension obligations.
“We’re all on the same conveyor belt. Prichard is just a little further down the road.”
Many cities and states are struggling to keep their pension plans adequately funded, with
varying success. New York City plans to put $8.3 billion into its pension fund next year, twice
what it paid five years ago. Maryland is considering a proposal to raise the retirement age to
62 for all public workers with fewer than five years of service.
Illinois keeps borrowing money to invest in its pension funds, gambling that the funds’
investments will earn enough to pay back the debt with interest. New Jersey simply decided
not to pay the $3.1 billion that was due its pension plan this year.
Colorado, Minnesota and South Dakota have all taken the unusual step of reducing the
benefits they pay their current retirees by cutting cost-of-living increases; retirees in all three
states are suing.
If the Cities and the States are broke and have no taxes coming in to pay the present bills and
the present debts, then how are they going to pay you your pension money that you have to
live on? They are not going to pay it and you will be amongst those who will be going hungry
and begging for food right here in North America.
The mass media are telling you things are getting better. Go ahead and believe them if you
want to. You’re only fooling yourself. This great depression is not yet over. And you thought it
was just a recession. Keep on ignoring prophecy if you want. Or you can repent and begin to
keep Torah now. The next time you are told to keep the Sabbatical year and let the land rest, I
know many of you will. Won’t you? Maybe you need a few more headlines to shake you up.
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You do remember the past couple of News Letter over Christmas where I showed you, that
Israel, which is the USA and UK nations, including Australia and Canada will be eating the
flesh of their own children.
I do not care if you believe me, but you should believe your own bible. Read it and prove me
wrong if you can, but read it. During this current third Sabbatical cycle we are also expecting
pestilence. If there is no money for pensions and the states and cities are going broke, then
consider what happened in Zimbabwe when they ran out of money and had hyperinflation to
deal with. The water systems were breaking with no one to fix them and then diseases began
to spread. We have shared those stories here in these Newsletters. Lev 26 tells us these
diseases that are coming will rob us of our children.
The US Government has been printing money like never before. Their debt levels continue to
go through the roof, and many of you think everything is OK. Take a lesson from Zimbabwe
which just happened in the past few years and know it is coming to the USA.
With no money to pay the pensions, and no money to maintain the police forces, and no
money for the upkeep and maintenance of the water and sewer systems disease and death
are inevitable. Now consider this also; This was the very thing I was sharing with you in the
DVD about the Sabbatical and Jubilee years.
https://sightedmoon.com/sightedmoon_ 2015/?page_id=251
This DVD was made just before Passover in 2008. The world economy was in a boom at that
time and I warned you then this was coming and people laughed at me and did not believe it.
They are not laughing now.

Keep investing in your pensions plans. Keep pouring water into a bucket full of holes and
expect it to be there in the future to support you. Pray about it if you want. But whatever you do
stop dreaming that tomorrow it is going to be better. Take hold of your life and begin to control
what you can. The Titanic was unsinkable too.
Having already completed this News Letter I then hear on the radio this past Sunday the
following. If the things I am showing you and saying to you have not slapped you awake yet
then maybe this will. This is a real stunner.
http://www.thecomingdepression.net/main-street/bankruptcy-main-street/geitheradmitsusa-bankrupt-to-us-senate/
January 6, 2011
“Never in our history has Congress failed to increase the debt limit when necessary. Failure to
raise the limit would precipitate a default by the United States. Default would effectively impose
a significant and long-lasting tax on all Americans and all American businesses and could lead
to the loss of millions of American jobs. Even a very short-term or limited default would have
catastrophic economic consequences that would last for decades. — Geithner”
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Below is a letter written by Secretary Geithner to The Honorable Harry Reid, Majority Leader of
the United States Senate. Secretary Geithner sent the following letter to Congress regarding
the debt limit. What he’s really doing is begging the Senate to pass the national debt limit
increase because he knows if they do not it will result in the bankruptcy of the US.
As you know, in February of 2010 Congress passed legislation to increase the debt limit to
$14.29 trillion. As of this writing, the outstanding debt that is subject to the limit stands at
$13.95 trillion, leaving approximately $335 billion of “headroom” beneath the current limit.
However, the Treasury Department now estimates that the debt limit will be reached as early
as March 31, 2011, and most likely sometime between that date and May 16, 2011.
Reaching the debt limit would mean the Treasury would be prevented by law from borrowing in
order to pay obligations the Nation is legally required to pay, an event that has no precedent in
American history.
•
A default would impose a substantial tax on all Americans. Because Treasuries
represent the benchmark borrowing rate for all other sectors, default would raise all
borrowing costs. Interest rates for state and local government, corporate and consumer
borrowing, including home mortgage interest, would all rise sharply. Equity prices and home
values would decline, reducing retirement savings and hurting the economic security of all
Americans, leading to reductions in spending and investment, which would cause job losses
and business failures on a significant scale.
•
Payments on a broad range of benefits and other U.S. obligations would be
discontinued, limited, or adversely affected, including: o U.S. military salaries and retirement
benefits; o Social Security and Medicare benefits; o veterans’ benefits;
o federal civil service salaries and retirement benefits; o individual and
corporate tax refunds; o unemployment benefits to states; o defense
vendor payments; o interest and principal payments on Treasury bonds
and other securities; o student loan payments; o Medicaid payments to
states; and o payments necessary to keep government facilities open.
For these reasons, any default on the legal debt obligations of the United States is unthinkable
and must be avoided. It is critically important that Congress act before the debt limit is reached
so that the full faith and credit of the United States is not called into question. The confidence
of citizens and investors here and around the world that the United States stands fully behind
its legal obligations is a unique national asset. Throughout our history, that confidence has
made U.S. government bonds among the best and safest investments available and has
allowed us to borrow at very low rates.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7_7IYukg04&feature=uploademail
On top of all this one sister sent me this 1.38 minute Video which explains the cuts the
President is going to make as explained by a University Student.
http://wimp.com/budgetcuts/
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Brethren the Titanic is not only sinking it is listing precariously and you need to get off as soon
as you can.
And here are more news items about the food crisis.
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/06/business/global/06food.html?_r=1
World food prices continued to rise sharply in December, bringing them close to the crisis
levels that provoked shortages and riots in poor countries three years ago, according to newly
released United Nations data.
Once again I am going to show you the current drought map of the USA. Consider this in
relation to what you have just been reading. http://www.drought.unl.edu/dm/monitor.html
In recent weeks you have heard how whole flocks of birds have been dropping from the sky
dead; and how swarms of fish have been washing up also dead. You may want to look at this
map which shows you where all of this is happening. http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?
ie=UTF8&msa=0&msid=201817256339889828327.0004991bca25af104a22b&ll=28.921631%2
C5.273438&spn=141.542315%2C12.304687&z=2&iwloc=00 As to why……read it in your
bible and stop believing the gossips and conspiracy liars. Yehovah your creator is doing this
and allowing things to happen to bring you to your knees and worship Him. Yehovah, not
some men in a back room. Not the Illuminati or any other stupid story people spread around.
Here is another article about more Bumble bees dying off again. And you all know how much
we need the bees to pollen the food we eat.
http://www.newsdaily.com/stories/tre7023p7-us-bees-decline/
WASHINGTON, Jan. 5, 2011 (Reuters) — Four previously abundant species of bumblebee
are close to disappearing in the United States, researchers reported on Monday in a study
confirming that the agriculturally important bees are being affected worldwide.
They documented a 96 percent decline in the numbers of the four species, and said their
range had shrunk by as much as 87 percent. As with honeybees, a pathogen is partly
involved,
“These are one of the most important pollinators of native plants,”
Several reports have documented the disappearance of bumblebees in Europe and Asia, but
no one had done a large national study in the Americas.
So what is the world doing about the current food crisis and the future ones they see coming. I
heard this on truth2U.org radio this past weekend on Isaiah 66:17. Read the verse and watch
the BBC report at
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/programmes/world_news_america/9338646.stm
Brethren I have been telling you to watch the DVD at
https://sightedmoon.com/sightedmoon_2015/?page_id=251 which explains the Sabbatical
year and the curse for not keeping them. Then I also urge you to buy the book The Prophecies
of Abraham which shows you how the life of Abraham in conjunction with the Sabbatical years
shows us certain things that are coming. Famine is one thing and war is the next curse. It is
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your family that is at stake and in the line of fire. You have read the headline news. I did not
make this up. It is here on the nightly news for you to read. And it was told to you in Lev 26.
Well you begin to believe it? Will you begin to Obey Yehovah?
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